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Calendar of Events 

Meetings  
  

Annual Promotion and Tenure Reception  
Monday, July 9, 2001  Faculty Club, Grand Lounge 181 South Oval Drive  
4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.   
  

Exhibits 

Calvin and Hobbes: Sunday Pages 1985-1995  
From September 10, 2001 to January 15, 2002,   
as part of the 2001 Festival of Cartoon Art.   
The Ohio State University Cartoon Research Library   
  

The Festival of Cartoon Art Forum  
from September 28-29, 2001.  

Fifty Years Ago at the Movies  
from June 18 to August 24, 2001, from 9AM to 5PM.  

For other University events, see  

OSU Electronic Calendars  
University News Releases  
onCampus  
University Research News 

Announcements 

Leach Appointed to Chair Committee

Joseph Branin, director of Libraries, has appointed Bruce Leach (head, 
Biological Sciences/Pharmacy Library), as chair of the Libraries' Committee 
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on Faculty Benefits, Privileges, and Responsibilities.  The committee 
members and the dates on which their appointments expire are as follows:  

 Bruce Leach, June 30, 2004 (Chair)   
 Sarah Murphy, June 30, 2004   
 Hee-Sook Shin, June 30, 2004   
 Joseph Galron, June 30, 2004   
 Jim Murphy, June 30, 2003   
 Sherry Engle, June 30, 2002  

According to the committee description shown in the Appendix to the 
Pattern of Administration, the committee:  

Considers issues relating to faculty benefits, obligations, and status; drafts 
faculty documents; makes recommendations when appropriate; and 
administers faculty travel/development funds.  

In regard to the travel/development funds, the amount that is available for 
the committee's distribution this year is $30,000.   

Fifty Years Ago at the Movies

This sampling of movie posters and lobby cards presents a cinematic look 
back fifty years. 1951 was a year when Hollywood went Roman (Quo 
Vadis), nuclear paranoia ran rampant (Seven Days to Noon), and some 
actors began contemplating a different line of employment (Bedtime For 
Bonzo). All material is from the Philip Sills Collection of The Ohio State 
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University Cartoon Research Library and represents films originally 
released in 1951.  Public Services Library Associate Dennis Toth prepared 
this exhibition.  

The exhibit is in the library's reading room 
gallery and is free and open to the public.  
Summer quarter hours for the library are 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.  The exhibit will 
run from June 18 to August 24, 2001.  For 
additional information call the library at 
614-292-0538 or contact it by e-mail at 

cartoons@osu.edu. 

 
  

 
  Kudos For Campus Campaign Co-chairs

We would like to thank Noelle Lydic and Steve Rogers for serving as this 
year's Library Campus Campaign co-chairs. They did a wonderful job of 
hosting library events to promote and increase our participation in the 
university-wide campaign. Noelle and Steve's volunteers also deserve a 
round of applause:  Ryan Langhurst, Deb Cameron, Maureen Donovan, Jan 
Wagner, Beth Russell, Laura Blomquist, Tamar Chute, Andy Hang, Nancy 
Helmick, Angela Gooden, Alicia Perkins, and Meri Meredith.  

If you have not sent in your gift, you have until June 30, 2001 to be counted 
in our Libraries' participation. We look forward to sharing with you the final 
results of the campaign and the Library's participation percentage this fall.  

Thank you,   
Joe Branin, branin.1@osu.edu  
and   
Shannon Tippie, tippie.13@osu.edu  
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Check Out the Library Staff Advisory Council's Web Page 

http://reserves.lib.ohio-state.edu/current/LSAC/lsachome.html

 
 
 

Features 

Where is John M. Bennett?

Submitted by Chiquita Mullins Lee, Program Coordinator, Library 
Communications  

That murmuring you hear is a library full of people asking in succession, 
“Where's John Bennett?”  Like the sound of a thousand beat poets, the 
words echo insistently, “First, he assembles this great exhibit – An 
American Avant Garde:  First Wave – in the Sills Exhibit Hall, then he 
disappears.  Where's John?”  John gives the answer to News Notes:  

I'm going to the Atlantic Center for the Arts, which is in a nature preserve 
near New Smyrna Beach, FL, from May 27-June 16.  It's a kind of retreat 
for a group of 10 avant garde poets and writers.  

Richard Kostelanetz, the well-
known avant garde polyartist 
and critic organized the 
session.  Among the 
participants will be Scott 
Helmes, Kathy Ernst, Bob 
Grumman, and Igor 
Satanovsky.  The purpose of 
the session is to explore 
avant garde ideas and 
practices, share work, and 
create new and collaborative 

work.  The Center is equipped with various kinds of art studios, a recording 
studio, and other facilities.  

I personally will be working on my current project involving various forms 
of mirrored decimas (an old Spanish poetic form), some visual poetry, and a 
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project in which I am translating a book of mine called CANTAR DEL 
HUFF into Spanish, to be published in a bilingual edition in Spain.  In that 
regard I'll be working with the other session participants on a textual process 
called "transduction"; which is a kind of "fake" translation designed to 
create new and unexpected texts out of old ones - sort of an alchemical 
technique of “lead into gold” you might say.  

A fundamental aspect of my work has always been various kinds of 
collaboration; this session will be a great opportunity to do quite a bit of 
that.  The ideal collaboration produces a text that seems as if it were created 
by a third person and has few if any elements of the individual participants' 
usual styles.  

My work in general has been a life-long attempt to change the language, or 
at least the language of poetry, and to create a poetry that I really want to 
read.  I write because I want something perfect or ideal to read, perhaps.  

Following are two poems written by John M. Bennett.   
   
   
   
  

Pore Rope  

nope fell, teasing                           teasing fell yr nope   
sorta faintulent but                         butt faintulent sorta   
wheezing like a wheel.                    "wheel" a like, wheezing   
laundry lander, thumb                     thumb lander, laundry   
condition up the ladder                    ladder the up condition   
lawn slick with oil.                           oil with slick lawn.   
drift toward stomach,                      stomach toward drift   
cage your rain hair.                         hair, rain your cage.   
wadded once was now                    now was once wadded   
adipose and gritty air                      air, gritty adipose  

Pore                                              Rope  

adipose so cutely rip                       rip cutely so adipose   
wadded pled for touch                     touch for pled wadded   
cage and lick the lock                      lock the lick and cage   
drift. on the sneeze                          sneeze. the "on" drift   
lawn seeping "fault"                         fault, seeping lawn.   
condition washing arms'                   arms' washing condition   
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laundry so yr eye                             eye yr so laundry   
wheezing like a heel                          heel a like wheezing.   
sorta, gamely seizing                       seizing gamely sorta,   
nope luck, "and yell"                         yell and luck nope   
  

John M. Bennett   
   
   
   
  

link your sandwich to the   
spongiform retinitis   
lake curdled in the   
breeze snake logo   
furled yr brow then   
deeply count yr shoe.   
ugly nap ejecta, stars and   
phones. reel the bird   
northword scalding   
feel sand width in yr hair  

Glad cow  

feel a freeze in habitation   
northword cluttered swamp or   
phones each motel. object   
"ugly" highway sinking, foam   
deeply suited like yr pond   
furled. yr cave contains a   
breeze knob clanging key   
lake spanner rising   
spongiform reticulation oh yr   
link splay, drink the hair!  

John M. Bennett  
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An American Avant Garde – First Wave runs through August 20, 2001 in 
the Sills Exhibit Hall of the Thompson (Main) Library.   

 
   
   
 

Luminous Lucubrations

Last week's entry, "bindlestiff" means "hobo, especially one who carries a 
bindle."  This week's entry is  "beshrew"  

Online resources for this question are available:  

●     WWWebster Dictionary - brief definitions
●     The Oxford English Dictionary - lengthy, historical entries

Laughs 

●     Dilbert's Daily Mental Workout
●     Cartoon of the Day
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Meeting Notes 

MLRRS meeting Tues. 6/12/01 at 10-11am in 122   
Recorded and embellished by Bracken  

1.  Fred Roecker on the first annual "OSU Libraries' Instruction In-Service 
Day" scheduled for 28 August.  Bracken reminded all faculty of the 
importance of teaching (and how he emphasized teaching in annual 
evaluations).  To support improvement of teaching, the Libraries via the 
User Education Committee will hold a day-long in-service program.  Fred 
described the program and noted its limitation to 50 Libraries faculty. 
Program description immediately below.   
  

OSU Libraries’ Instruction In-Service Day  

A One-Day Workshop on Planning, Delivering, and Evaluating Quality 
Library Instruction   
August 28, 2001  

Longaberger Alumni House   
Mount Leadership Suite   
2200 Olentangy River Road (next to the Fawcett Center)  

Presented by the OSU Libraries’ Committee for Library User Education   
  

Schedule of Events   
  

8:30-9:00        Registration, Coffee  (Longaberger Alumni House)  

8:45-9:15        Video - "Battle of the Library Superstars"  

9:15-9:30        Welcome, Mission Statement, Purpose of In-Service Day, 
Agenda   
                (User Ed Committee co-chairs)   
Welcome   
                (Joe Branin, Director of OSU Libraries)  

9:30-10:30       Keynote  “Building Faculty-Librarian Partnerships for 
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Information Literacy”   
(Hannelore Radar  Director of Libraries, University of Louisville)   
  

10:30-10:45      Break - refreshments  

10:45-11:15      Profile of Today's Undergraduate Student   
(Tom Minnick, Dean, OSU University College)   
  

11:15-Noon       Techniques for Teaching the One-Shot Classroom Session  
(OSU Faculty & TA Development staff)  

Noon-1:15        Lunch - (Catered buffet lunch at Longaberger Alumni 
House)  

Luncheon Speaker   
(Martha Garland, OSU Vice Provost and Dean for Undergraduate Studies)  

1:15-2:00        Online Instruction Opportunities   
(OSU Technology Enhanced Learning and Research (TELR) staff)   
  

2:00-2:45        Peer Review of Teaching   
(Kay Halasek, chair, OSU Ad Hoc Committee on Peer Review of 
Teaching)   
  

2:45-3:25        Developing an Action Agenda for the Libraries’ Instruction 
Program                              (Libraries’ Committee for User Education, all 
workshop participants)  

3:25-3:30        Closing Remarks, Evaluation Forms   
(Betty Hunlock, Fred Roecker, Co-Chairs, Libraries’ User Ed Committee)  

 
***** 

2.  Ted Riedinger on efforts to establish some aesthetic order in Main 
Library study areas:  Bracken reminded folks of his 31 May email in which 
he announced that he had asked Ted to take the lead in establishing some 
order in the study areas in the Main stacks.  Bracken emphasized that it is 
everyone's responsibility to report problems, unsafe/unsightly conditions, 
etc. in Main; and that he credits a lot of the improvements in Main to 
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increased vigilance by Main Library staff and faculty.  But Bracken noted 
the need to do more.  As a pilot/experiment, Bracken has obtained student 
hours to help Ted try to establish order/control in Main. Ted noted that he 
planned to hire, preferably in interior design, to try to keep order on a 
regular basis. Order meant the proper number of chairs (2 per table), color 
of chairs (all matching), etc.  Ted noted that the greatest challenge would be 
establishing order in 240 and that work here should wait until BSL/WMN 
move is complete.  He recommended getting rid of all carrels. The plan is to 
develop a program to keep the place orderly and then pass it off to the 
Building Coordinator.  See Ted’s “Building Enhancement” 
recommendations, immediately below:  

X-Sender: eriedin@pop.service.ohio-state.edu   
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 4.3.2   
Date: Fri, 01 Jun 2001 11:31:15 -0400   
X-PH: V4.4@orb4   
To: bracken.1@osu.edu, Langhurst.2@osu.edu   
From: "Edward A. \"Ted\" Riedinger" <riedinger.4@osu.edu>   
Subject: Building Enhancement  

BUILDING ENHANCEMENT: Report 1 June 2001  

Stacks Study Areas  

10 Two tables, two matching (olive) chairs at each. Public seems to prefer 
tables to be nearer to windows.  

7 Two tables, two matching (olive) chairs at each. Public prefers tables to be 
nearer to windows.  

5 One table, two matching (olive) chairs at each.  

3A Two tables, two matching (orange) chairs at each.  

3 Two tables, two matching (blue) chairs at each.  

2A One table, two matching (dark wood) chairs at each.  

Second Floor Study Hall  

All carrells need to be removed. Further organizational action pending 
office construction.  
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General  

All water fountains in stacks must be cleaned weekly.  

A student assistant, working for LAT, is probably to begin 18 June. May 
also have time for building enhancement work.  

All stacks phones and emergency number lists now have alert strips on 
them.  

Table tops to be cleaned.  

***** 

3. Libraries food and drink policy:  Bracken tried to lead a discussion, but 
much of it led back to the need for 1) signage in Main Library indicating the 
no eating and drinking only in reusable, spill-resistant containers; and 2) 
enforcement.  Great discussion followed on who is responsible for 
enforcement everyone (meaning no one) or Circulation or Security.  
Bracken noted that most (not all, someone noted) of us will have lots of 
opportunities to discuss this issue in the future.  

4. Director Joseph Branin's annual report to the Provost (4 June 01):  
Bracken told everyone to pat themselves on the back for their parts in point 
3--"Improve public areas on the first three floors of the Main Library"--that 
in fact identifies improvements in the stacks, like new study spaces, campus 
telephones, security cameras, refinished furniture, etc.  FI Com, SI Com, 
MLRR Heads, the Building Coordinator, Circulation, and Public Services 
and Main Library faculty, A&P, and staff all equally deserve credit for 
improvements.  

5. Questions about salary increases:  Bracken reported what is well known. 
All faculty, A&P, and staff that met or exceeded performance expectations 
will receive $395.00 to cover various increases (health coverage, parking, 
etc.).  Bracken had previously reported MLRR Heads that the Libraries 
proposed to use 1% from its own money to fund additional raises, if the 
University approved.  The University has now discouraged this approach.  
The Libraries' new proposal, which still will require University approval, is 
to give the 11 "outstanding staff" a one-time amount (not yet determined) as 
a "cash bonus"; give the 5 promoted faculty a percentage increase "as 
annual rate" that will equal a 10% increase (what the University and 
Libraries have given out for promotions in the past decade); and increase the 
budget for travel for both faculty and staff.  Dissatisfaction was expressed.  
PLEASE NOTE:  THE PROPOSED SCHEME REMAINS TO BE 
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APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY.  

Related to compensation:  The Executive Committee discussed adopting a 
"Bonus Program" as "a mechanism to recognize extraordinary performance 
[of faculty, A&P, and staff ] based on the libraries goals and objectives."  
The proposed procedure will be simple (for OSUL); there are only 8 steps, 
but here's the gist: A supervisor becomes aware of an accomplishment and 
writes a one-page letter of recommendation to the appropriate AD for 
approval; if the AD approves, the AD takes it from there--to HR, the 
director, etc.--and there will be publicity, etc.  

6.  Main Library Renovation:  Bracken reported on 5-6 June 01 meetings of 
members of the Executive Committee and Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and 
Abbott Architects.  He distributed a sheet that included the cover page from 
the architects' "Program Draft" (18 May 2001) that summarized the "green 
fields," “blue skies” (idealized/mythical) renovated Main Library's 
departments/components by total assignable square feet (271,480 asf; recall 
that the present building is approximately 210, 000 asf) as percentages and 
indicated that, in fact, the asf shortfall was closer to 100,000 asf.  This is 
now referred to as "our 100,000 square foot problem." The architects will 
return on 10-11 July to discuss options/solutions that might include 1) 
staying within the three-part current building (1913 original, 1952 tower, 
and 1970s addition) and just renovating--which means that we have to 
decide what must leave the building; 2) keeping the 1913 original and 
tearing down the 1952 and 1970s tower and building modern replacements 
for maybe $130 million; or 3) keeping the three-part current building and 
adding a modest addition toward Mirror Lake for $100-120 million.  

7.  Will the acting ADs become permanent?  Who knows?  Director Branin, 
with advice from P&P, plans to review the present configuration of acting 
ADs--and even invite some of you to write letters.  He plans to have this 
process complete by 1 August.  In the meantime, from 18 June-30 July 01, 
Bracken is participating in an NEH-sponsored Seminar for College 
Teachers, “Foxe's Book of Martyrs: A Paradigm for Early Modern English 
Print Culture.”  Because he co-authored the grant (with John King of 
English) and the Library has already pocketed Bracken's share for his time 
($11,185.83--of which he will receive $395.00), Bracken is obligated by law 
to spend 100% of his time in association with the seminar; in short, for the 
next six weeks, Bracken will be here but not here.  Bracken will teach MWF 
9-12 in the week of 18 June and MR 9-12 for subsequent weeks.  His office 
hours are M 1:30-3 and R 2:30-4. During the seminar, Bracken will NOT 
conduct or convene 1) daily walk through tours of Main Library; 2) weekly 
meetings with MLRR heads; and 3) monthly meetings with individual 
faculty and staff (in fact, all monthly meetings in the week of 6/11/01 are 
canceled).  All MLRRS all meetings are suspended until September (as 
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promised in Bracken’s 8/23/00 email):  we'll take a summer break.  

8.  Dorothy Auchter has resigned her ISD position as of 20 July 01 and 
plans to live happily ever after in Utah with a new husband. Happy for her, 
sad for us; and the Executive Committee has approved my proposal to fill 
the vacancy.  

9.  Things waiting to be completed/coming in the future:   
a.  Signs for floors 2-11 in the hands of FI Com and Bingham Sign Co. for 
quote and production.  We are now working on the text of a new security 
sign that notes the use of video cameras.   
b.  Start of construction of WMN/BSL in 240 is waiting for removal of 
Parliamentary Papers (some permanently, some temporarily, to decks 5 and 
10, by Don and/or by contract to Commercial Movers, to the north end of 
240 and out of the way).   
c.  Adding 24 computers in 220.  Matt Jewett and Bracken have walked 
through this project.  It can be done after BSL/WMN move.  Need to decide 
on furniture   
d.  Adding a pc on each stack level:  wiring is done, waiting on Physical 
Facilities to build and install shelf to hold each.   
e.  Light repair in 200.  Each fixture can hold 6 lights, but wiring/ballasts for 
4 of 6 was inadequate/broken.  They are being repaired and the room is 
beginning to glow (ok, maybe shine).   
f.  Developing open study space on 6.  Physical Facilities started try to 
remove removable non-load-bearing posts only to become confused.  
Project in limbo until Ryan returns from vacation.   
g.  Painting and recarpeting Bookstacks office/cage on 9.  This is the limit 
of improvements possible in stacks, it seems.  Quote approved.  Waiting on 
Physical Facilities.   
h.  Improvements of Karen Diaz’s office. Quote approved.  Waiting on 
Physical Facilities to start work.   
i.  Cleaning semen-covered/soiled books, such as Climatological Data 
QC983A5.  Quote.   
j.  Completion of alarming of stack fire exits.  Wiring is done but local 
alarms (if installed) do not sound locally, only at Circulation desk.  Waiting 
on Ameritech to return and fix.  Most exit doors remain to be painted; all 
need to be properly signed.  Waiting on Physical Facilities to continue 
work.  

10.  Things that Bracken and others have asked to get done by end of 
summer 2001:   
a.  Cleaning carpets in 1, 2, and 3 offices.   
b.  Cleaning all large wastebaskets/garbage cans, especially in public areas 
in Main Library.   
c.  Replacing all steel wastebaskets with plastic.   
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d.  Sweeping and mopping all aisles in Main stacks.   
e.  Cleaning lenses of overhead lights in 300, especially the ones over the 
PCs.   
f.  Cleaning and/or replacing any semen-covered/soiled shelves in Main.   
g.  Cleaning of north and south stairs in stacks.   
h.  Cleaning grimy keyboards of public PCs.  Marti Alt offered to put them 
in her dishwasher.   
i.  Cleaning ledges above Sills area.   
  

James K. Bracken  bracken.1@osu.edu  

 
Human Resources 

Appointments

===Staff===   
OSU Newark Campus: Teri Ballard has accepted the position of  Library 
Media Technical Assistant 1 (38%), effective April 6, 2001.  

Vacancies

===Faculty===   
Information Technology Department: Web Librarian - New Position.  

===Administrative & Professional===   
Health Sciences Library: Program Coordinator - New Position.   
Law Library: Electronic Services/Reference Librarian (replacing 
Davidson).   
Law Library: Law Librarian (replacing Genzen) – New position 2nd  
listing.  

===Staff===   
Information Services Department: Library Associate 2 - 50% - (replacing 
Lynch).   
   
  

In order to comply with University procedures, employees who are applying 
for listed vacancies must complete a Promotion/Transfer Request (form 
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8931, Rev 9/97) during the week of the first listing of the vacancy in the 
University Personnel Posting (green sheet).  To ensure awareness of all 
vacancies which have been posted, applicants should consult the weekly 
green sheet rather than relying on the listing in NEWS NOTES Online and 
are encouraged to attach a resume and/or other supporting documents to the 
form. Prospective faculty and staff applicants who are absent during the five-
day posting period and wish to apply should see Toni Morrison-Smith.  
   
  

Library personnel may also review University employment opportunities at 
http//www.ohr.ohio-state.edu/index.htm.   
  

Library personnel may also view University employment opportunities at 
OSU Jobs.  

Library personnel may also review University employment opportunities at 
http://www.ohr.ohio-state.edu/index.htm.

  

  

Return to OSU Libraries Home Page  

Ohio State University Libraries NEWS NOTES Online is a weekly publication edited by Patricia Greene. 
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